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Mexico: Pope Calls For Moral Approach To Foreign Debt
Crisis, Criticizes Notion That Capitalism Has "won"
by John Neagle
Category/Department:  General
Published:  Thursday, May 10, 1990
In statements to diplomats on the evening of May 9, Pope John Paul II called for a moral as
well as an economic approach to the "imprisoning" foreign debt crisis. "Technical measures
are not enough to resolve the great problems that menace international equilibrium...I feel the
obligation to underline...the ethical dimension" of the crisis which has caused a "deepening
of underdevelopment" in some countries. On Wednesday, before an audience of wealthy
businesspersons in Durango, Pope John Paul criticized the notion that capitalism has "won" over
socialism: "The events of recent history... have been interpreted, sometimes in a superficial way...as
the triumph of the liberal capitalist system. Some interests would like to take the analysis to the
extreme of presenting the system they consider the `winner' as the only way for our world." Such a
conclusion, he said, avoids "the necessary critical judgment about the effects that liberal capitalism
has produced...in the so-called Third World countries." John Paul used the economic situation in
Mexico as an example of the failures of capitalism: "The last few years have seen the deterioration
of buying power, and phenomena typical of the organization of the economy, such as inflation, have
produced painful effects at all levels." Despite "the inherent resources that the Creator gave this
country," he said, Mexico "is still very far from the ideal of justice." The Pope then noted the huge
gap between the rich few and poor majority. By taking too large a share of the country's resources,
he said, the very wealthy accumulated a "wealth that is a generator of poverty" for others. (Basic
data from AP, 05/10/90)
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